Guidelines Researcher Presentations

Your presentation should be three minutes – not longer and preferably not much shorter either. Please time yourself. (Guideline: A three minutes speech is equivalent to approximately 1700 -1800 characters without spaces, but of course it varies depending on how fast you talk.) Note: No power points this time.

The questions below intend to give you a picture of what your presentation should be about and can be used as a tool, but of course you are free to exchange them – they are only suggestions.

Note: Only people doing research will give a presentation this time. The administrative staff will give presentations later this autumn.

If you need help or feedback regarding your presentation, you are welcome to contact Anna Maria, anna_maria.erling@cec.lu.se, 0705-748997.

Template/Questions to answer:

**My name is ...** *(Your full name)*

**I come from ...** *(City/Country)*

**I am a ...** *(Researcher/postdoctoral fellow/senior lecturer/doctoral student, etcetera) / My relation to CEC...*/My work at CEC involves... *(CEC Collegium, teacher, board member...)*

**I have been at CEC since ... And I will stay until ...** *(If you know and if it’s relevant 😊)*

**My (educational) background is ... / I have a PhD in ... / I am a doctoral student in ...** *(Please expand your answers. What did you study? Where? Why? Dissertation topic/What did your doctoral project focus on? Further research history? Or maybe you have had a totally different employment/occupation before? What did you do? Where? When?)*

**My current research area is ... / My research is focusing on ...** *(Please expand your answers. Give concrete examples of what you study and put your research in to a context. Why are you studying it? How do you study it? Fieldwork/lab/modelling/Interviews? In what way is your research area relevant/does it matter? Which problems do you hope to get answers to? What kind of impact might your studies have and on what? What hopes do you have for the outcome of your study?)*

**I also study ...** *(You might have many different research areas. We want to hear about all of them!)*

**I cooperate with/work together with ...**

**The difference between my research on this topic and XX’s/my colleagues’ research on this topic is ...** *(If you investigate a topic closely related to a colleague’s topic, this might be relevant to answer.)*

REMIND – maximum 3 minutes! 😊

(Back up questions:
**In the future/in ten years I hope to ...** *(If you want to share it with us... 😁)*
**I would like to collaborate more with .../know more about .../work interdisciplinary with .../work more with outreach ...)*